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NOTE ON COMPACT SUBMANIFOLDS OF CODIMENSION 2
WITH TRIVIAL NORMAL BUNDLE IN AN
EVEN-DIMENSIONAL EUCLIDEAN SPACE

By U-HANG KI AND ]AE.RYONG KIM

§ O. Introduction

It is now well known that submanifolds of codimension 2 in an even·dimensional Euc·
lidean space admit an (f, g, u, v, ;/) ·structure. The submanifolds of codimension 2 in an
even-dimensional Euclidean space in terms of this structure have been studied by many
authors (cf. [IJ, [2J, [7J, [IOJ and [l1J etc.).

Yano and Ki [1OJ have proved

THEOREM A. Let M be a complete submanifold of codimension 2 in an even-dimension
al Euclidean space E21ti-2 such that the scalar curvature of M is constant and there are
global unit normals C and D to M which are Parallel in the normal bundle. If fH=
Hf and fK= - Kj hold, where H and K are the second fundamental tensors of M res
pectively with respect to C and D, f being the tensor field of type (1, 1) appearing zn
the induced structure (f, g, u, v,;/) of M, then M is in E2n+2, provided that ;/ (1 - ;/2) is
non-zero almsot everywhere in M, congruent to one of the following submanifolds:

E2n, S2n(r), Sn(r)xSn(r), SI(r)XE2n-I(1=I,2,"',2n-I),

Sk(r) XSk(r) xE2n-2k (k=I, 2, "', n-l),

where Sk(r) denotes a k-dimensional sphere of radius r (>0) imbedded naturally in
E2n+2.

Moreover, Ki and Pak [2J studied a compact submanifold in Theorem A without the
constancy of the scalar curvature.

On the other hand, Simons has given a formula for the Laplacian of the norm of the
second fundamental form of a submanifold in a Riemannian manifold. Nakagawa and
Yokote [3J, [4J proved a compact hypersurface of nonegative curvature and with const·
ant scalar curvature in a Euc1idean space is a sphere.

In the present paper, using the similar formula to that of Simons, we investigate that
a compact submanifold of codimension 2 in an even·dimensional Euc1idean space such
that Hf=fH holds as stated in Theorem A.

§ 1. Induced structures of submanifolds of codimension 2 of E2n+2

Let E2n+2 be a (2n+2)-dimensional Euc1idean space and X the position vector starting
from the origin of E2n+2 and ending at a point ofE2n+2. The E2n+2 being even-dimensi·
onal it can be regarded as a flat Kaehlerian manifold with numerical structure tensor F~
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F2=-!, where I denotes the unit tensor and FY·FZ=Y·Z for arbirtray vector fields Y
and Z, where the dot denotes the inner product of vectors of E2n+2.

Let M be a 2n-dimensional orientahle manifold covered by a system of coordinate nei
ghborhoods tu, x h}, where here in the sequel the indices h, j, i, ···run over the range
{I,2, '.', 2n} and the summation convention will be used with respect to these indices.

We assume that M is immersed in E2,+2 by X: M-'>E2n+2 and put Xi=OiX, Oi=O/
oxi. Then X j are 2n-linearly independent local vector fields tangent to X(M), and gji
=Xr Xi are local components of the tensor representing the Riemannian metric induced
on M from that of E2n+2.

We assume that we can take two globally defined mutually orthogonal unit normals C
and D to X(M) in such a way that XIt X2, "', X2,,, C and D give the positive orient
ation of E2n+2. In the sequel we identify X(M) with M itself.

The transforms FXj by F can be expressed as linear combinations of Xj, C and D,
that is, we have equations of the form

(1.1)

where fl are components of a tensor field of type (1, 1) and Uj, Vi are those of I-forms
of M. The transforms FC and FD of C and D by F can be expressed as

(1.2)

(1. 3)

FC= -UhXk+ID,

FD=-VhXk-AC,

respectively, where (gji) = (gjj)-l, Uh=Ujgih, Vh=Vigih and A is a function on M.
Applying F to (1.1), (1. 2) and (1. 3), and using F2= - I, (1.1), (1. 2) and (1. 3),

we find

(1. 4)

We also have, from (1.1),

Utf/ = AVi, fihUi = - AVh,

Vtf/= -Aui' flvi=Auh,

that is, M admits an (f, g, u, v, ).) -structure (cf. [7J, [10J, [l1J). We can easily see
that fji=f/gti is skew-symmetric in lower indices j and i.

We denote by Vi} the Christoffel symbols formed with gji and by Vi the operator
of covariant differentiation with respect to {j\}. Then equations of Gauss are

(1.6)

h ji and kii being the components of the second fundamental tensors with respect to the
normals C and D respectively, and equations of Weingarten are



(1.7)
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Cl}-C=oP= -h}Xk+IjD,

CljD=ojD= -k}Xk-1p,
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where h} and k} are given h}= hjigik and k/=kjigik respectively and Ij are compon
ents of th third fundamental tensor, i. e., components of the connection induced on the
normal bundle.

Now, differentiating (1. 1) covariantly and taking account of I7j F=O and of eqatuions
of Gauss and Weingarten, we find (cL [7J, [1OJ, [nJ)

(1. 8)

(1. 9)

(1. 10) CljVi= -kttf/+J..hji-ljui'

Similarly we have, from (1. 2),

(1.11)

In the sequel, we need the structure equations of the submanifold 111, that is, the
following equations of Gauss

(1.12)

where Kkjik are covariant components of the curvature tensor of 211, and equations of
Codazzi and Ricci

(1. 13)

(1. 14)

(1.15)

Cl«hji- Cl jhki-lkkji+ 1jkki= 0,

Clkkji - Cljkki+ l«hji-ljhki=O,

17 jli-Clilj+ hjtk/ - hitk/ =0.

§ 2. Submanifolds of codimension 2 with certain commutative conditions

Throughout the present paper, we suppose on M that the global unit norrnals C and
D are parallel in the normal bundle, the function ),(1- ),2) is non-zero almost every
where and satisfies

(2.1)

which is equivalent to

(2.2)

We first prepare (cf. [1OJ)

f/hth-h/fth=o,

hjtf/+huf/=o.

PROPOSITION 2. 1. Let M be a submanifold of codimemion 2 of £20+2 such that the
global unit normals C and D are parallel in the normal bundle. Assume that (2.1)

. satisfied and the function ),(1- ;1,2) is almost everywhere non-zero on M. Then we have
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(2.3)

(2.4)

P being given by
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h st hsvtP_ stUU _stV
-1-A2 -1':::'12~'

Proof. (2.3) can be derived from (1. 4) and (2.1). Now we prove the relationships
(2.4). Since C and D are parallel in the normal bundle, the third fundamental tensor
lj vanishes identically. Then differentiating the first equation of (2.3) covariantly, we
find by using (1. 9) with lFO,

=(VjP)Ui+P( -hief/-Akii) ,

from which, using equation (1. 15) of Codazzi with lj=O,

(2.5)

Transvecting this with ui, we find

(2.6)

In the same way, we can prove, from the the second equation of (2. 3)

h/(k,J/-kjJ/) +p(ki,f/-kitf/)

Transvecting this with u'vi , we find (utVtP)(I-J.2) =0. This fact and (2.6) imply that
VjP=O, i.e., P is constant because A(I-A2) does not vanish almost everywhere. Thus
(2.5) becomes h/hlfts=phj,f/, or h/h/f;s=phjtf/, from which, transvecting with h/,

h/h/(-gsk+UsUk+VsVk) =ph/( -gtk+UtUk+VtVk).

Therefore, using (2. 3), we have

hjthkt=phjk.

This completes the proof of the proposition.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Under the same assumption as those stated in Proposition 2.1, we
have

(2.7)

(2.8)

m being the multiplicity of the eigenvalue P of (hi), where hand k are defined by
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:h=hjigji=h/, k=kjigji=k/ respectively.
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Proof. (2. 7) resulted from (2.4) (cf. [1OJ). Now we prove the relationships of (2.
.8). Differentiating (2. 2) covariantly and taking account of (1. 8) and (2. 7), we obtain

from which,

(hjtkkt -pkjk)Vi+ (hitk/-Pkik)Vj=O

,by virtue of (2.3) and (2.4). Transvection this with vi gives

hitkkt - pkik = O.

'Thus Proposition 2. 2 is proved. We are going to prove formulas (2. 12) which will be
useful in the sequel.

Transvecting (1.12) with gM and taking account of (2.4) and (2.7), we have

-(2.9)

from which,

(2.10) K_gjiKji=m(m-1)p2+P-kjikji,

where Kji is the components of Ricci tensor of M. Since V jl7ikkh - ViVjkkh = - Kjihtktk 
Kjilkth, transvection gih yields

vjl7ik=VkVkkji - Kjtk/ - K jk/ k,k

by virtue of (1. 14) with lj=O, where Vk=gkiVi'
Let A=VkVk be differential operator of Laplace and Beltrami. Then we have from

(1.12), (2.4) and (2.9)

This leads to the equations

'by virtue of (2. 8).
Making use of the eigenvalues AI. A2' "'A2n of (k/), we get the Nomizu and Smyth

formulas (cf. [3J, [5J):

(2.11)

Where we have used the relations of Proposition 2. 1 and 2. 2.
By a simple computation, equation (2. 11) can be rewritten as follow:
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(2. 12)
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(3.1)

§ 3. Compact submanifold of codimensio~with certain conditions

We suppose in this section that M is of a compact submanifold of codimension 2 of
E2n+2 such that all assumptions as those stated in Proposition 2. 1 are satisfied and the pro
duct of the mean curvature i'I and the scalar curvature K of M is constant, that is,

HK=constant, ~where~i'Idefined bv H2= 4~2 (h2+fl). We shall investigate the sign of

the right hand side of (2. 12). First of all, we consider the first and the second terms,
of the right hand side of equation (2. 12). By the calculating the square of the norm of
k(Vkkji)-(Vkk)kji' we get

Ilk(Vkkji) - (Vkk)kji Il 2

=flV~jiVkkji_2k(Vkk)kiiVkkji+ (VkkVkk) kjikji.

Differentiation of (2. 10) covariantIy yields

(3.2)

Eliminating kjikji and kiiVkkji from these equations, we obtain

(3.3) Ilk (Vkkji) - (Vkk)kji l1 2

=k2(VkkjiVkkji_VkkVkk) - {K-m(m-l)p2} Vkkvkk+kVkkVK_

Since HK=constant, differentiating this covariantly, we have

(3.4)

Substituing (3.4) into (3. 3), we find

(3.5)

because i'I is non-zero on compact submanifolds of E2n+2.
If we suppose that VkkjiVkkji_Vkkvkk<O and K;;;;;'m(m-1)p2, it follows from (3.5)

and these relationships
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Thus P(VkkjiVkkji_VkkVkk=O, i. e., k2=O.
It leads that VkkjiVkkji-VkkVkk~O, provided that K~m(m-1)p2.
For each point x in M, let Xl> X 2• ",X2n be an orthonormal frame of the tangent space

M:z; such that any X j is an eigenvector of the second fundamental tensor K corresponding
to an eigenvalue Aj. Then by remembering equation (1.12) of Gauss, the sectional cur
vature K(Xi, Xj) of the plane section spanned by Xi and Xj is given by

(3.6)
K(Xi, Xj, Xi, Xj)

IIXi l1211Xj l!L <Xi, x/52

1£ M is of non-negative curvature, by the Green's theorem and equation (2.12) obtain

dM being volume element of M. VkkjiVkkji_Vkkvkk and p2+AiAj being both non-nega
tive, we find

(3.7)

(3.8)

V"kjivkkji - VkkVkk=O,

(p2+ AiAj) (Ai-Ay=O

for any indices i and j;;;;'m at each point in M.
Equation (3.8) shows that for distinct eigenvalues Ai and Aj' p2+AiAj=O. Thus we

have

LEMMA 3. 1. Let M be a compact orientable submanifold of codimension 2 in an even
dimensional Euclidean space E2n+2 such that the global unit normals C and D are para
llel in the normal bundle and the function A(1- .:1.2) is non-zero almost everywhere. Su
ppose that M is of non-negative curvatures and Hf=fH, HK=constant. If K~m(m
l)p2, then there exist at most two eigenvalues of (kl), say A, f..t such that

(3.9)

Finally we prove

p2+Af..t=O.

THEOREM 3. 2. Let M be a comPact orientable submanifold of codimension 2 in an even
dimensional Euclidean space E2n+2 such that M is of non-negative curvatures and there
are global unit normals C and D to M which are parallel in the normal bundle. IF
the product of the mean curvature H and the scalar curvature K is constant and fH=
Hf hold, where H are the second fundamental tensor of M with resPect to C, f being
the tensor field of type (1, 1) appearing in the induced structure. (f, g, u, v, A) of M,
then M is in E2n+2, provided that A(1-A2) is non-zero almost everywhere in M and K~
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.m(m-1)p2, congruent to a pythagorian product Sr(a) xS2n- r(a), where Sr(a) denotes a

.I-dimensional sphere of radius a(>O) imbedded naturally in E2n+2.

Proof. Taking account of (3.5), (3.7) and the assumption K;;;;'m(m-1)p2, we see
.that

If we assume that there exists a set M(x) such that

then

(3.10)

holds on M(x).
Differentiating (3.10) covariantly along M(x) and using (3.4) and definition of M(x),

(3.11)

-on M(x). Substituting (3.11) into (3.10),

(3.12)

-on M(x).
On the other hand, if P=O, then hji=O. Then M can be regarded as hypersurface

-of E2n+2 because Ij=O. From (3,9) we have that the type number f(x) at each point x
of M is equal to 0 or 1. Since M is compact, it is seen that there exists a point in M

.:at which all eigenvalues of (kl) are positive or negative. This contradicts the fact that
-the typer number f(x) is equal to 0 or 1. Thus the constant p must be non-zero. Secon
.dly we consider the case m=O. Then h=O, and consequently hjihji=ph=O, from whi
-ch, hji=O. It contradicts the fact that p must be non-zero. Finally we consider the case
m-1=0. Then h=p, and consequently hjihii =p2. By the calculating the square norm

.of (1-).2)h ji-Pu;"Ui and (1-)..2)hji-Pv/CJi respectively, we have

(1-).2)hji=pujUi' (1-).2)h ji=Pv/vi,

from which, PujUi=Pv;"Vi hods and it shows that P=O because 1-).2 is non-zero almost
.everywhere. Thus m-I must be non-zero. Hence we obtain from (3.12) that M(x) is
empty. Therefore 17kk=O on the whole space M and consequently k is constant. From
·(3.7), we have 17~ji=O.

On the other hand, there exist exactly two eigenvalues of (k/') )., f.l satisfying (3.9),
where). and f.l have coonstant multiplicity rand 2n-r respectively. It follows that k=rA
+ (2n - r) f.l is constant. .
From this and (3.9) imply that eigenvalues ). and p. are both constant.

Summing up the arguements developed above, (kl) has exactly two distinct and non
zero constant eigenvalues ). and p. and M satisfies 17kkji=O. The subspace of the tangent

space T p (M) at P defined by
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difine two mutually orthogonal distributions of dimension rand 2n-r respectively. It
follows that the both distributions are integrable and the integral submanifolds are totally
geodesic in M. Thus in the usual way (cf. [6J, [9J), using de Rham's decomposition
theorem, we have the conclusions as required.
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